
WE BRING YOU QUIET COMFORT! FAST! TO LAST! NO WORRIES!

ATTENTION HOME OWNERS
If you own a central air conditioner or heat pump with a

cooling efficiency rating of 9, 8, 7, 6 SEER or less and it
fails, out of warranty, tne entire system may have justcommitted suicide. KAPUT! If you own a furnace with an
annual heating efficiency rating of less than 78% AFUE and it
fails, out of warranty, it has earned a funeral as well.

What's Going On?
The National Energy Appliance Conservation Act

(NEACA) became effective January 1. 1992. This federal act
mandates increases to efficiency standards for residential
air conditioners, heat pumps and furnaces. It's the law.

Millions of Operating Systems
Across America, there are millions of residential heatingand air conditioning systems operating today. The

frightening fact is that over 40% of these systems were not
purchased by the current home owner. They inherited the
system from the previous owner. Many homeowners do not
know the brand of furnace, heat pump or air conditioner
they have in their home. They don't know the equipmentefficiency ratings arid may not know who installed the
system Dr even its capacity or warranty coverage.

BRYANT TO THERESCUE!
It you are one of these people, you snouid have yourheating and air conditioning system inspected by a

qualified, licensed Bryant dealer. He is factory trained and
service oriented. He inspects, services, repairs and
replaces all brands. He installs Bryant because of its highefficiency and reliability. He brings you comfort! Fast! To
last! No worries!

Bryant oilers one of the most complete and affordable
heatyig and air conditioning lines in the industry.Exclusively they offer total comfort systems featuring "Zone
Perfect" temperature and comfort control in selected areas
within the home to save up to 25% operating costs.

BRYANT DEALERS PUT THEIR MONEY WHERE THEIR MOUTH IS!
Buy a high efficiency, long lasting, quiet,

competitively priced Bryant heat pump system,
or a high efficiency Bryant furnace system, or a
high efficiency Bryant air conditioning system
and your Bryant dealer will

PAY FOR ALL PARTS &
LABOR FOR FIVE YEARS

Now won't that let you sleep at night?

What's more, if you ever need a free
service repair because of a legitimate
system breakdown failure just once,

YOU'LL GET $75.00» BACK for
the inconvenience to you. That's
confidence and dedication and knowing
the odds.

RETAIL FINANCING AVAILABLE
$An°° .

- AS LOW AS ^K\Jr_ /mo*/mo.
* Owner responsible for normal maintenance.Homeowners only. Call Your Local Bryant Dealer Today!' Cal1 your Br>anl Dealer for delails

AST., - ICES
We Service All Brands

754-6899


